
As the baby boomer generation retires and DB schemes
run-off, industry focus has zoomed in on members
building DC pots. The days of rudimentary glide-paths
using passive equity, vanilla bonds and cash investments
are over as the industry innovates to give members
access to world-class investment strategies.

In this panel series, the Virtual Panel in conjunction with
industry think-tank, the Defined Contribution Investment
Forum welcomes DC experts to focus on 3 hot topics :

We start on 11 July looking at Modern Default Design.
We will explore how increasing diversity in asset classes
and structured glide-paths can enhance outcomes.

On 12 July we turn our attention to Member
Engagement. Evidence is clear that younger generations
seek Impact and ESG leadership in investments. Our
panel will discuss how building in these attributes can
encourage saving.

We wrap up on 13 July by looking at how Private Markets
& Real Assets enhance portfolio efficiency. We will also
explore how the challenges of getting these key asset
classes into portfolios can be addressed.
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11, 12 & 13 July @ 12.30 -1.45
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https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/3616559176731/WN_QAnSEmtJRHi9I-1kj6Zc2w
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MODERN DEFAULT DESIGN

Industry innovation has enhanced investment strategies to weave
diverse asset classes into default strategies and optimise blends.

David Hutchins - Head of Multi Asset Solutions, Alliance
Bernstein will explore multi-asset target date fund structures
that deliver efficient portfolios for members.

Jeff Boswell - Head of Alternative Credit, Ninety One will
examine how adding to the palate of FI asset classes assists
targets enhanced risk-adjusted returns and inflation protection.

Our DC experts including Sonia Kataora – Partner and Head of DC
Investments at Barnett Waddingham who will set out the
consultant and client perspective.
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ENGAGING MEMBERS WITH IMPACT & ESG LEADERSHIP

With a cost of living crisis raging and joining the housing ladder
being key attention grabbers, engaging members to focus on
pension savings is a huge challenge. Evidence suggests that
younger members are attracted to impact and ESG leadership in
their investments and this can attract saving.

Alison Henry - Client Service Director, Baillie Gifford will
examine how Positive Impact by intentional direction of capital
to leading companies in Social and Environmental impact can
deliver investment returns and engage members.

Our experts, Caroline Hopper of Quietroom and Julius Pursaill,
Strategic Advisor at Cushon Mastertrust will set out how their
research and strategy is at the vanguard in this key area.
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PRIVATE MARKETS & REAL ASSETS FOR DC

Private Markets and Real Assets, mainstays of DB investment
strategies, have been hard to access for DC members due to
illiquidity, pricing frequency and cost. But, they offer valuable
attributes that enhance portfolios.

Tim Horne - Head of Institutional DC, Schroders will explore
what private markets bring to portfolios and how Schroders have
tackled some of the access challenges.

Our DC experts, James Lawrence of Smart Pension and Steve
Budge – Partner at LCP will set out the consultant and client
perspective and how they are working to get these investment
classes into client portfolios.


